
BUSY BABIES

ATISHOO
Save your tissue boxes and fill them with
scraps of fabric, cut into squares. Instead of
wasting all your tissues, the scraps are long
lasting and can be pulled out over and over
again. You could cut up an old pillowcase, tea
towels, a muslin, bibs or pick up some fat
quarters from the middle aisle at Aldi! 

BASKET CASE
Any kind of plastic laundry basket will do

for this. Just tie thick wool, string or
ribbon from one side to the other to make
a 'web' and then feed toys into basket for

little hands to retrieve! 

TAPE-TASTIC
All those coloured rolls of electrical tape
hiding at the back of 'that' drawer can be
put to good use at last! Just attach strips to
the radiator (make sure it's not on) or the
fridge and let little fingers pick and peel it
off. Each piece can be used several times
too! 

HOLE IN ONE
A muffin or bun tray from the kitchen can

be used for filling and emptying. Collect
up a selection of small balls (you'll be

amazed how many you find around the
house!) and little hands will spend ages
adding one to each hole before tipping

them out and starting again!  
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LITTLE DRUMMERS
Arrange a selection of pans and bowls

upside in a circle around your baby. They
can be plastic or metal, then provide a 

 couple of drumsticks in the form of
wooden or metal spoons. You might need

your ear plugs for this one though!



BUSY BABIES

HANGING OUT
Once you've found somewhere suitable to
hang this, it's really easy. You can tie on a
selection of scarves and ribbons with objects
tied to the end. Chiffon scarves like these
ones can be picked up cheaply on Amazon or
Ebay or you can just use whatever you can
find at home in the back of the cupboard. 

GUITAR HERO
Any baking tin will do for this, deeper

ones make the best sound but any kind of
loaf tin, roasting tray or muffin tin will

work. Just stretch thick elastic bands or
hair bobbles across and strum away.

Make sure you supervise as elastic bands
can be a choking hazard.

HOOLA TIME
This is a lovely activity for tummy time with
younger babies. You need a hoola hoop and
a selection of items to attach to it. Think
scraps of fabric, ribbons with bells on, fabric
rattles, a dusting mitt, fake fur, chiffon
scarves, giant pom poms, bubble wrap -
anything with an interesting texture, sound
or pattern will work. 

ROTARY RACKET
A rotary dryer works well for this but

you could use any kind of washing line.
Hang a selection of pans, utensils and

colanders at different heights using
strong string or ribbon and then play

away with your wooden spoon or whisk!!
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SENSORY STACK
That kitchen roll holder that's never been
used is perfect for posting things on. You
can use chunky bangles, hair scrunchies,

napkin rings, curtain rings or pieces of
cardboard tube. Anything with a hole in

the middle can be posted on the the
holder. Alternatively you could use a mug

tree to hang them on instead!


